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S. Senate says alley wins, elections were legal
By A lison Skratt
Staif Writer

The Studeni Senate has proclaimed the
bowling alley officially victorious over the
fitness center, after claims of yet another
tainted election led it to seek legal advice.
Two weeks after the elections, the
senate approved the results which man
date the renovation of the bowling alley.
Approval came after a recommendation
from a subcommittee which looked into
the legality of the elections.
Last week, Rec Sports advocates said
the ASI elections had violated Senate Bill

2286, the Seymour Act, and specifically its
regulations on special meetings. A special
meeting was held on April 11, two days
before elections, which significantly
changed the ballot face.
The meeting was called the previous
Friday to discuss the fact that the senate
had approved a ballot face that latched a
fee increase onto the bowling alley issue.
During the meeting, the fee increase was
taken off the bowling alley choice on the
ballot, and it was decided that the Rec
Sports budget would absorb the projected
$30,000 a year loss for the lanes.

Donors help
keep Poly on
leading edge
of excellence

Rec Sports advocates threatened a
lawsuit, saying the senate violated two
sections of the Seymour Act: (1) that 24hour notice must be given to any party
“ to be directly affected” by that special
meeting (Rec Sports coordinators were in
Florida and said they did not know the
exact business of the meeting) and (2) that
“ no governing board ... shall take action
on any issue until that issue has been
publicly posted for at least one week.”
The subcommittee consulted a lawyer,
R. Micheál Devitt, to see if ASI had in
fact violated the act. According to a letter
from Devitt, it did not.

Force o f the media
II Political groups think broadcast,
® print news biased against them
By H ope Hennessy
staff Writer

By Christine Kohn
staff Writer

he
A m e ric a n
political left and
right both claim
mass news and entertainment
media are biased toward the
other side, said a Cal Poly
English professor.
“ The right believes the
media threaten freedom by
undermining authority and
manipulating the public in the
leftist interests of media per
sonnel,” said Donald Lazere.
“ The left believes that the
media threaten freedom by
fostering authoritarian con
formity and manipulating the
public in the conservative in
terests of corporate owners
and advertisers.”
In his speech, “ The Media: A
Force for Freedom or Social
Control?,” Lazere attempted to
resolve those opposing views
of the media.
“ 1 think you can find in
stances of bias on both sides,”
he said. “ The problem is both
sides tend to apply selective
vision so they only see the bias
on the other side and not their
own side.
“ The strongest form of
political bias in this country is
avoiding talking about certain
ideologies,” he said.
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Without financial input from
private donors. Cal Poly would
survive, but it would not be the
same university it is today, said
Cal Poly’s director of develop
ment.
“ The money provides the dif
ference between what is adequate
funding from the state, and what
is needed to keep the university
more or less state of the art,”
said Chuck Allen.
Colleges across the nation were
scrutinized when a proposed
agreement at Harvard to appoint
a wealthy Texas couple as “ of
ficers of the university” in ex
change for a $500,000 donation
was uncovered earlier this year.
But Cal Poly tries to avoid
such scandals. It collected $7.4
million in donations from alumni,
parents, faculty, corporations
and others from June 1986 to
June 1987.
However, restrictions on gifts
were not a problem, said Allen.
“ People usually give where
their interests lie,” said Allen,
“ and 90 percent of our cash gifts
come designated for a specific
school or department, but usual
ly not anything restricted within
those departments.”
See CASH, page 3

“ It is my opinion,” wrote Devitt, “ that
the Student Senate complied with the
notice requirements of the Seymour Act at
the special meeting held on April 11, 1988
99
He wrote that since the Seymour Act is
“ fairly new” (it was passed in 1984) and
“ there is scant legal authority inter
preting” it, he used the Bagely-Keene
Open Meeting Act for direction.
“ It is my interpretation that ‘directly
affected’ means some action to be taken in
connection with a specific individual or
group ... It is my information that the
See SENATE, back page

Donald Lazere

‘The problem is
both sides tend to
apply selective vi
sion so they only
see the bias on the
other side and not
on their own side.’
— Donald Lazere

Lazere said the related issues
are appearing in education.
Most recently, conservatives
have been launching a new
wave of attacks, lead by Secre
tary of Education William J.
Bennett, on what they perceive
to be the domination of
E n g lish
s tu d ie s ,
the
humanities, and social sciences
in schools.
According to Lazere, a large
part of the dispute in Ameri
can politics is due to the am
biguity of the terms “ conser
vative” and “ liberal.”
“ Both of those term s
symantically are so vague and
so ambiguous that they are
virtually
w orthless,” said
Lazere. “ What we get in our
political argumentation is peo
ple talking at each other using
different definitions. So they
are not really talking about the
same issues at all.
“ What is conservatism? 1
think there is more of a pro
blem with American conser
vatism sym antically
than
American liberalism ,” said
Lazere. “ When I criticize con
servatism, I am not criticizing
any coherent, consistently
f o rm u la te d
c o n s e r v a tiv e
ideology. That is unfortunately
just what we don’t have in
America. What passes itself
See POLITICS, page 3

Homeless
to relocate
to modular
shelter
By Shelly Evans
staff Writer

The former Zedakah House
bus program utilized by San Luis
Obispo’s homeless is awaiting
funding to enable a merge with
the People’s Shelter into a
modular unit complex.
But according to the Salvation
Army, it’s still a waiting game.
“ There’s a lot of ifs right now,”
said Capt. Dan Hughes of the
Salvation Army. “ We’re waiting
for approval of a grant that
would fund the program.”
Under the umbrella of the
Salvation Army, the ' former bus
program relocated into a modular
unit near the sheriff’s depart
ment in mid-March. The move is
expected to be a stepping block
to merging the program with the
People’s Shelter.
The Salvation Army hopes to
have its program accepted by the
Environmental Design Founda
tion, located in San Francisco, on
an experimental basis, Hughes
said. If accepted, the Salvation
Army will receive $140,000 to set
up modular units in San Luis
Obispo, he said. If the program is
successful, it could be expanded
See HOMELESS, page 7

Shark may have bitten Poly surfer in Morro Bay
Marine biologist not
sure if cuts were made
by great white or not
By John Alexiou
staff Writer

A Monterey marine biologist is try
ing to determine whether an animal
that allegedly attacked a Cal Poly stu
dent while he was surfing last Sunday
was a shark.
Bob Lee, an authority on shark at
tacks, will decide whether the incident
involving Mark Rudy should be filed as
a shark attack.
“ I don’t think we can say it was a
definite (shark) attack,” said Laurence
“ Bud” Laurent, associate marine
biologist for the Fish and Game

Department in Morro Bay. “ But 1
would say it’s close to one. I’ve pretty
much ruled out that it was a seal. If it
was a shark, it was very likely a (great)
white.”
Rudy, a physical-education senior,
was surfing about 150 yards north of
Morro Rock when he allegedly was bit
ten by an animal that caused a 1 1/2
inch cut and a puncture wound just
above his left knee.
“ We never even saw it,” said Rudy,
who was in the water with a friend. He
was bitten just after deciding to paddle
in to the beach because the conditions
were becoming too windy.
“ At first I thought it was just my
friend playing with me, pulling at it
(leg), and then I looked over and saw
him,” said Rudy.
Brian Buchanan, Rudy’s friend, said
they were about 15 feet apart when it
suddenly became apparent that some

thing wasn’t right.
“ It was a pretty scary situation,”
said Buchanan. “ I heard him make a
noise and the next thing I know he’s
really screaming and holding onto his
board for support because the thing
was actually pulling on him. 1 could see
it (Rudy’s board) go down under the
water.”
Said Rudy: “ 1 really started to freak
out. It kept attacking. It wasn’t like it
attacked and then split, it was like five
seconds.”
Immediately after the alleged attack,
a wave came and Rudy was able to get
back onto his tri-fin surfboard and ride
it in to the beach.
“ I got off and started running up the
beach and I looked down and saw all
the rips in the wetsuit,” he said.
Buchanan, who was still on his board,
didn’t understand what was happening
See SHARK, back page
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My neighbor the decibel devil
t’s 2 a.m. and I’m lying here in bed listening to
an old movie. I’m not sure what movie it is. I
really don’t want to get up and ask the guy
downstairs what he’s watching.
People always complain that the walls are too
thin. My floor is too thin. 1 can hear everything
that happens downstairs. I’m talking everything.
This guy is so loud he makes an Iron Maiden con
cert seem like a mime festival. Seriously, the guy
downstairs can’t even take a shower without wak
ing up the whole neighborhood, if silence is golden,
this guy must be on the silver standard.
I’m not oversensitive. It’s just that when I wake
up at 3 a.m. to go to the bathroom, I want to hear
crickets, not CNN. I’m not saying his television is
too loud, but if I happen to be watching the same
channel at the same time I get to hear the show in
stereo.
My friends tell me my neighbor cranks the TV to
cover up the sounds he and his girlfriend make.
Maybe. Of course, it would be rather ironic if they
were fooling around while David Letterman’s
“ Stupid Pet Tricks’’ was on.
Actually, 1 think my neighbor cranks the TV to
drown out his girlfriend’s voice. Every night she
comes over and starts yelling at him. 1 don’t know
where she comes up with a new subject to argue
about every night. Maybe she has one of those
page-a-day calenders that have a new topic for each
day. The other night she came over while he was
making dinner.
“ Yuck. I hate that,’’ she whined.
“ Don’t eat it.’’
“ I made what^ou like last night.’’
“ So?’’
“ How come you can’t make something we both
like?’’
“ I already started this."
“ Why are you always so selfish?’’
“ Shut up.’’
“ Rob, you’re such an ass!’’
swear that girl produces more whine than
Ernest and Julio Gallo, If she ever got
everything she wanted, she’d probably complain
that someone else got more, What she really
deserves is a swift kick in the ...
I suppose I could use ear plugs at night, but I’m
afraid I won’t hear the alarm clock in the morning.
Of course. I’d probably wake up anyway when he

I
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Give a bit, get a lot
fter three years in the making, a landmark trade bill
has slammed into a Ronald Reagan veto. The chances
of overriding the president’s rejection are less than
slim, leaving business, labor, farm groups, oil producers —
everyone — without reforms that would help reduce the na
tion’s enormous trade deficit.
Ignoring Reagan’s warnings that he would veto the bill as
long as it included a plant-closing provision, the House and
Senate passed it by votes of 312-107 and 63-36, respectively. A
two-thirds majority is necessary to override, so the House is in
good shape. But the Senate is three votes short and the gap is
likely to grow.
The disputed provision would require companies to give a
60-day notice before mass layoffs or plant closings. Thus,
workers would have ample warning before losing their jobs.
The rejection of that provision means big business wins. But
since it comes at the expense of the entire bill, everyone else
loses. Reagan must realize the bill contains so many desirable
components that for once — just once — he can afford to shun
the big boys. A few days’ warning is a small sacrifice when
America is trying to save itself.

A

There probably wouldn’t be a controversy if the president
had the power to make line-item vetoes. If a bill’s segment
doesn’t please him, he could simply kill that portion and save
the rest. Reagan has fought long and hard for such a power,
but to no avail. Perhaps there are some senators and repre
sentatives who now wish they had given in.
If lawmakers don’t want more of their work wasted, they
should rethink their stand on the line-item veto. Until they do,
however, Reagan should rethink his decision to chop off the
hand just because he dislikes a finger.
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Equality starts
with attitudes

Editor — In Matt Weiser’s
column, “ Equality, not special
treatment’’ (April 25), he pushes
for across-the-board equality
among the races. I, a minority
student, wholeheartedly agree.
Perhaps a new measure should be
introduced and voted on at Cal
Poly. It would be called the
“ Across the Board Equality
Measure.’’ If passed, all current
and prospective students would
be considered equal. With that,
there would be no reason for ad
missions criteria since, of course,
everyone is equal. This, in turn,
would cause more “ unqualified’’
minorities to be accepted.
I’ve witnessed several non
minority students who con
sistently prove themselves to be
academically inferior. Perhaps we
should also find some way to
keep those people out. Why is it
that we only notice the bad stu
dents when they are minorities?
Cal Poly does not belong to a
select few. It belongs to the tax
payers. About 25 percent of the
taxpayers in California are
minorities. Therefore, they do
have a right to spend money on

by Berke Breathed
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MONKEYING AROUND

slams the door on the way to his 7 o’clock class.
I could sabotage his TV so it blows up at high
volumes: “ It’s the ‘Tonight Show’ starring Johnny
Carson, with his guests ... now heeeeeere’s Joh ...
KABOOM!!!’’
Wow, what an introduction!
So what am I supposed to do about my
neighbor? Send him to the Schick Center for Noise
Reduction? I wonder if they could help him lose his
craving for noise in 10 days and a couple of twoday followups.
veryone says I should just go downstairs and
tell him to be quiet. That’s no fun. I’d rather
use a little psychological warfare. Everytime the
TV comes on I’ll start jumping around the room on
my pogo stick. If that doesn’t make him think
twice about turning on the TV, I’ll take tap danc
ing lessons and practice at 4 a.m.
Let’s face it. I’m in control here. Any day now I
could start a bowling alley in the kitchen, jump
rope, practice dribbling my basketball or do any
number of annoying things. I could vacuum the
carpet at 6 a.m., play racquetball in the bathroom
or take up the saxophone. If the noise doesn’t drive
him crazy, maybe the falling plaster will.
The guys who lived above me a few years ago
used to drop their barbells on the floor when they
finished working out. Any day, I expected the
weights to come crashing through the ceiling and
land on my head.
Hmmm, maybe I’ll buy a weight set.
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minority programs.
Across-the-board equality can
only beachieved when
non
minorities stop complaining
about the “ advantages” of being
a minority and start doing some
thing to close the racial gap.
Perhaps Weiser would enjoy
coming to America on a small
boat, with nomoney, separated
from his family, in search of the
American dream. This dream
would eventually be shattered
b e c a u se we c a n ’ t a d m it
minorities to universities.
They in turn become a burden
on society since, statistically
speaking, it is the uneducated
who are the street people,
g a n g s te rs an d
c r im in a ls .
Ultimately, it is us, the tax
payers, who pay for those illicit
activities. An education will give
them a chance to achieve some
thing in life. Something other
than failure.
I definitely agree that everyone
should be treated equally. But
that will not happen until Amer
icans change their attitudes
toward minorities. That would
start with educating America
about minorities first and cutting
minority programs afterward.
KEN OKAZAKI

No wrong beliefs
Editor — 1 am compelled to
respond to Allan Whiteman’s
letter on Central America (April
15) because it is frightening to
me that he and others may actu
ally believe this is the way to
deal with conflict. Does anyone
suppose the communists may
consider democracy a disease and
will not tolerate its spread? If
this is the case, we have a con
flict of interest at best and
worse, what some have called a
mutually assured destruction.
If we can change the way we
think and not try to prove that
our beliefs are right for everyone,
we could be on the right path to
solving the world’s problems.
Who among you could honestly
say you would want to live your
lives according to someone else’s
views? The only peace that will
come from fire superiority is the
peace (and quiet) that will exist
on earth after human beings
have succeeded in annihilating
each other.
MIKEOLLES
M u sta n g j D aily
en
c o u ra g e s
suggestions,
criticisms and comments.
Letters to the editor must be vo
dropped o ff in Graphic Arts
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Condor chick closer to hatch,
continues to peck at its shell

Senate views amendments
to a billion-dollar AIDS bill

Noriega agents seize activists
prior to planned violent rally

SAN DIEGO (AP) — A California condor chick, the
product of the first captive mating by the nearly extinct
species, pecked at its shell for a second day Thursday
and progressed toward an expected hatch Friday or ear
ly Saturday, officials said.
“ It’s an exciting time but a very anxious time,” said
Tom Hanscom, a spokesman for the San Diego Wild
Animal Park, where the only known active breeding pair
of California condors laid the egg March 3.
“ We do fear for over-exhaustion on the part of the
chick. We’ll all breathe a lot easier when we have a chick
out of its shell and it indicates to us it is healthy and
functioning correctly.”
The blue-green egg, which was artifically incubated,
has been under a 24-hour watch since Wednesday, when
condor keepers noticed a series of cracks in one end of
the shell.
The the hatching process usually takes about three
days.
Condor keepers are standing by to assist the chick in
its struggle to break free. But officials don’t want to in
tervene prematurely because of the danger of rupturing
blood vessels linked to egg membranes, which could
trigger fatal internal bleeding.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate on Thursday
waded through conservative amendments to a billiondollar AIDS spending bill on controversies ranging from
the content of educational materials on the disease to
requirements that dying victims receive food and water.
Opponents decried the numerous amendments and
said they were meant to tie the Senate in knots over an
otherwise popular bipartisan blueprint for fiscal 1989
spending on AIDS treatment, prevention and research.
The AIDS research and information bill authorizes
$665 million for state and federal AIDS education pro
grams, increased hiring at the National Institutes of
Health, a new home health care program for AIDS vic
tims and special efforts to help high-risk minorities and
intravenous drug abusers.
Research spending is open-ended, with the total ex
pected to reach about $1 billion. The bill is co-sponsored
by Sens. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., and Orrin Hatch,
R-Utah, respectively chairman and ranking minority
member of the Senate Labor and Human Resources
Committee.
Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C., proposed a renewed ban on
federally funded education materials that encourage or
promote homosexuality or drug use. The same ban ap
proved last year on a 94-2 vote expires Sept. 30.

PANAMA CITY, Panama (AP) — The government
arrested 10 people in a crackdown on opposition activists
Thursday just prior to a planned rally against Gen.
Manuel Antonio Noriega, the country’s military
strongman.
Panama’s attorney general, Carlos A. Villalaz, said at
a news conference that the people arrested had been
planning a three-day campaign of violence that he
claimed may have included tampering with two locks at
the Panama Canal.
Among those arrested by government security agents
Thursday was Enrique Marquez, president-elect of the
Panama Canal Society of Professional Engineers.
The society issued a statement calling the arrest “ one
more proof of the constant violation of human rights by
the Defense Forces of the Republic of Panama.”
Villalaz said other arrests were planned.
Meanwhile, the U.S. Southern Command on Thursday
urged U.S. servicemen and their dependents in Panama
to stay out of public places where demonstrations might
occur.
Noriega is the chief of the country’s defense forces and
the power behind the government.

POLITICS

CASH
From page 1

More than half of the contribu
tions given in 1986-87 were from
corporations ($4.49 million). And
about half of the contributions
were gifts-in-kind, (gifts of
equipment, books, software).
“ Out of the corporations,
Hewlett-Packard was our largest
contributor last year,” said
Allen. “ They also get the majori
ty of our graduates. They have a
vested self-interest.”
As part of its Annual Giving
program. Cal Poly uses phone-athons and mail solicitation to
reach parents and alumni. Con
tributions totaled $1.13 million
last year.
The only campaign now taking

CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING M /F

place on the corporate level is the
Benchmark Campaign with the
Engineering School, said Allen.
“ It is a five-year, $30 million
capital campaign which is to
conclude June 30, 1989,” he said.
“ At the moment we have just
over $26 million. I don’t think
we’ll have any problem reaching
our goal in the next 14 months.”
Another campaign focuses on
funds for faculty development.
“ In order to keep the faculty
(members) state of the art, they
need to have opportunities for
professional development in their
academic disciplines,” said Allen.
“ This
includes
sabbaticals,
research and travel. The state
budgets are very meager in this
Sponsored

area.
Another need that surfaces in
most of the schools is money for
the maintenance of donated
equipment.
“ Corporations give us equip
ment and they expect us to keep
it in good working condition,”
Allen said. “ But the state
doesn’t provide maintenance of
the donated equipment.”
Those who donate benefit from
a continuing relationship with
the university, said Allen. In
dividuals can become members of
the Major Giving Societies at Cal
Poly, which includes the Presi
dent’s Round Table.
As part of the PRT, con
tributors are invited to small

group gatherings with Cal Poly
President Warren Baker and
they receive updates on the state
of the university, an invitation to
meet with visiting dignitaries on
campus, an invitation to an ex
clusive activity once a year, and
an annual on-campus parking
permit and Cal Poly library
privileges. Members of the PRT
are asked to pledge $10,000 a
year for a minimum of five years.
Other levels of contribution in
the Major Giving Societies range
from $5,0(X) to $1,000 annually.
Individual schools and depart
ments also have various giving
societies to which donators can
belong.

From page 1
off as conservatism has no
ideological consistency what so
ever.”
Lazere said the only consistency he could find in American
conservatism was that it was a
coalition of two groups.
“ At the upper level, American
conservatism
represents
a
plutocracy rule by the rich:
wealthy corporations, wealthy
individuals, and their special in
terests. On the lower or mass
level of American conservatism,
support comes from people with
a low level of education and
whose mentality is that of
authoritarian conformity and ac
ceptance of the status quo.”
See POLITICS, page 4
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SSS

Reinforced
nylon Jinin||.

f■ 0^ P9 9

a p a ir

NEW BALANCE
7S5

ADIDAS RUN DMC
.ULTRASTAR

Lightw eight
synthetic
. upper. Sold
in 1986
fo r

Rubber
shell toe.
sold in
1987 fo r

SSS

Full-grain
leather
upper,
sold in
86 fo r

Red w ith
Black, sold
in 1986
fo r

$65

$48

A PAIR
ADIDAS RUN DMC
BROUGHAM

BA SEBA LL
SPOTRILT
CLEANUP

B A 5 K E T B A L L & RU N N IN G S H O E S
NIKE AIR
NIKS TSAM
JORDAN
lconvention

Pull-grain
leather
upper. Sold
in 1987
fo r
.$ 1 0 0

friday

BASKETBALL

W hite w ith Black only.'
Leather upper.
..reinforced toe box,
rem oveable insole
rubber outsole.
Sold in 1987
fo r

Leather upper
padded heel
collar w ith fe lt
lining. Removeable Insole, solid
rubber outsolc.
Sold in 1987
fo r

CALENDAR

4600

FILA
LOW
'
Style#7044\

FILA Style«6044
HIGH

$50

ADIDAS MICRO
PACER

PUMA METEOR

$120

$29

M<RO c o e i^ r ie
Ma< NOT w oe« •
rs NOT CuARANTieO

Durable
synthetic
upper,
sold in
'86 fo r

Tri-density
midsole.
Sold in
'87 fo r

M i R ^ A PAIR
NEW BALANCE
990

m
M 9
m

p a ir

NIKE MCS SLAM

Durable syn
.th e tic upper,
{lig h t blem.
' p erfect
in 1987

«igskin a nylon/
mesh upper.
Sold In
1986 fo r

$17

$100

A
Q 99
" V R ^ A PAIR
S P O R T S W EA R
POLY/COTTON KNIT
MAIN
SHIRTS
EVENT
MEN'S A
WOMEN'S
WARMUPS
Choose from
a large
selection of
styles and
colors. Men's
and women's
sizes.

•Alcoholics Anonymous holds
a meeting every Friday from
ll:lO a.m. to noon in the Health
Center, Room 12.
•The Latin American Student
Association is sponsoring a Latin
American symposium Friday at
5 p.m. in U.U. 220. Various
speakers will discuss Latin
American issues.

Saturday
•The Poly Christian Fellowship
ii sponsoring an Aggie Stomp
and Talent Show Saturday at 6
p.m. in the Main Gym. Admis
sion is free.

POLITICS

9
Q 99
M i R ^ A PAIR

.$80

9
Q 99
M B R ^ A PAIR

Mustang Daily

MEN'S 24"
COTTON
TUBE SOCKS

From page 3
This is a problem of commer
cial ownership and sponsorship
of mass media, said Lazere.
“ If you have a system of
commercial media geared toward
profitability, they have to go for
the highest ratings, the highest
sales and the biggest markets to
sell their advertising. So the con
tent bias of commercial mass
media is almost a necessity,*’ he
said. “ The audience must be
maximized and advertising must
appeal to the lowest common
d en o m in ato r
of
cognitive
development.
“ It is easier to rally people at
this level to patriotism and ag
gression
than
international
cooperation and passivism,’’ said
Lazere.
Lazere said that the press gets
many more readers from a blar

• “ T a rd e a d a ,” a c u ltu ra l
gathering, will be sponsored by
the Multi-Cultural Center and
Cal Poly Latino/Hispanic clubs
Saturday from noon to 6 p.m. at
Grange Hall (2880 Broad St.).

Sunday
•A food and clothes collection
for Nicaragua’s poor will be held
Sunday from 2 to 5 p.m. in the
Safeway parking lot at 1221
M arsh St. The U n itarian
Fellowship, CASAS, Madre, and
Students for Social Responsibili
ty are sponsoring the event,
which will also be held May 8 and
15. Toys, household goods and
money are also being collected.
ing, patriotic, “ us against them’’
headline than a headline or story
that tries to examine the issue
from an opposing point of view.
“ All conservatives are not at
that level. There are highly in
telligent, well-educated, rational,
reasoning conservatives, but I
suggest that they don’t play a
very prominent part in American
mass politics or mass media,’’
said Lazere.
As a result, Lazere said there is
a force of inertia that exists in
politics and the media.
“ There is a seeming paralysis
in our society to be able to make
any kind of social change or
reform. America has become a
conservative society not out- of
ideology but out of force of iner
tia.’’
Concerning liberalism or the
left, Lazere said that there are
three major limitations.
“ F irst of all, A m erican
See POLITICS, back page

■ » « ■ « ■ i VALUABLE COUPON

Social or Western

6 PAIR

DANCE CLASSES

Poly/cotton
Mend. Nice
selection
o f colors

5 4 3 -7 8 6 4

Partners not needeid • Have Fun • Meet New Friends
SOCIAL DANCE SCHEDULE
Cal Poly: Mon., Beg: 6:30-7:30p, lnt:7:30-8:30p
Adv:8:30-9:30p
New Classes start 5/2, 6/27, 8/1
No Class 7/4
Meet in Ag Bldg. Rm. 220. Instr: Lori Marshall

EXERCISE E Q U IP M E N T
PACIPIC 110 LB I
Bmi¿^
BARBELL SET •
COMPACT
SIT-UP
BOARD

INCUNS
BENCH

w ith S' Deluxe
Chrome Bar

WESTERN

Cal Poly: Tues., Beg: 7-8p, Int: 8-9p, Adv. 9-10p)

with Leg
Developer
a Dumbbell

4 4 9 9

DONNAT
ACTIVE
MID

110 size
Graphite
Composite
Frame

strung
Graphite
composite
Racquet

strung
Aluminum
Racquet

2 9 9 9

pnnee bags
RACQUET TOTE

SLO :W ed., Beg: 7 8p. Int: 8 9p, Adv: 9-10p
New Classes start 5/4, 6/1. 7/6, 8/3
Meet at Meadow Park (South St. & Broad)
Instr: Alina Sierra

Welcome to jo in 2nd night! I $1 OFF any 4-week class. 1 coupon per family ! * ■ ■ ■ ■ » J

Set Yourself Apart...
next year,

14 9 9

enjoy quiet and privacy at

DOUBLE THERMAL 9 ^ ^
C A M P IN G & B A C K PA C K IN G
PEAK-1 #748
PEAK-1 #595
S P E C IA L G R O U P
MUMMY ADULT FRAME PACK
w ith Flexible Frame
TRAILS
BAG
15” Rated,
HEX DOME TENT
40 oz.
2-S Person w ith Full
SLB. CA M PERS
HOLLOFIL II
Rain Fly
Insulation
machine
. washaMe

Machine
washable

-u. G v City & Atased : call us.

on Mfg printed Ibt.

WILSON
GRAPHITE
MATRIX

4999

^

New Classes start 5/3, 6/28, 7/26. 9/27,10/25
Meet In Mustang Lounge. University Union
Instr: Alina Sierra. Sponsored by ASI Rec Sports

PRINCE
GRAPHITE
VOLLEY

7499
TRAVELER BAG

DANCE SCHEDULE

S LO :S un.. Beg: 1-2p Int: 2-3p. Adv:3-4p
New Classes start 5/15, 7/10, 8/7
Meet at Meadow Park (South St. S Broad)
Instr: Mary O'Neill. Welcome to join 2nd night.

STAFFORD GARDENS
and

Las Casitas
DELUXE
ONE
AND
TWO
BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSES

Slightly blemished

3 b lo c k s from cam p us

1 6 ”*
Ouantmes t ( In f lim ited to ita ck on Hand w t ra n rv t me ngnt to ratuw laW i to dealefi VHa S Manarcard a c te p ta d p p K E S G O O D T H R U 5 / 2 / 8 8

Copeland’s Sports
962 Monterey

San Luis Obispo. 543*3663
HOURS: Mon-Fri 9:30-6. (Thurs till 9) Sat 10-7, sun 10-6

N O W L E A S I N G F O R FA L L O U A R T E R
C A LL 543-2032 fo r m ore in fo rm a tio n

r
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New World Search
Fellowship gives professor
chance to explore baroque
m

Craig Russell

S3i;»s3a»'

m
DAVID QREY/Mu(tang Daily

By Sharon Sherman, Staff Writer

tored in the garage
of
an
ag in g
woman’s home in
Mexico City is an
unexplored collec
tion of music from
the New World which has the poten
tial to change the historical status of
baroque music in the Western Hem
isphere.
“ In many ways she has in her
possession the musical heritage of
Mexico andthe Southwest part of
the United States — in her garage,”
said Craig Russell, a Cal Poly music
professor.
Within this untapped resource of
music history is a piece of particular
interest
to Russell, “ The Codice
Saldivar No. 4.” Russell believes it
was prepared by one of the most
important composers and theorists
at the end of the baroque era, San
tiago de Murcia. The manuscript
may prove that some of the music
previously thought to be European
is actually from the New World.
“ To me the project is important
because I’m interested in baroque
guitar music,” Russell said. “ Mrs.
Saldivar’s collection is important
because it has everything. Basically,
it has the musical heritage of this
part of the world from the late 1500s
up to the present day.”
The manuscript is missing its title
page. But with a $27,000 National
Endowment for the Humanities
fellowship to support him, Russell
will go to Mexico City in August to
spend a year searching the garage of
Elisa Osorio Bolio de Saldivar to try
and prove the manuscript belongs to
Murcia and that it was prepared in
Mexico. He will also prepare a
scholarly edition of the work.
Russell believes the manuscript is
the missing companion of Murcia’s
1732 book now in the archives of the
British Library. That manuscript
has “ Volume 2” inscribed on its title
page, implying there-is a volume one.
After evaluating both sources,
Russell is confident the one in Mex
ico was produced by Murcia.
“ I can produce irre fu ta b le
evidence that these two sources are
indeed a pair,” Russell said. “ They
are identical in watermarks, paper
type, binding, embossing, handwrit
ing and ink.”
The bulk of sophisticated baroque
composition peaked about the 1680s.
Russell dates Murcia’s 1732 work as
the last major source for baroque
guitar music anywhere in the world.
“ Murcia’s book is one last jewel as
a gradual decrease in interest of
baroque guitar is evident as other
things became more interesting to
the musical public.”
Although Russell was apprehen
sive to predict what significance his
research may have, he said if he is
able to place the manuscript in the
New World the finding wilt be im
portant relative to a person’s
perspective.

I

“ We have the music, and the
music just for its quality is impor
tant,” Russell said. “ But I think it’s
a relevant point that if there’s quali
ty music being written in the
Western Hemisphere, that’s relevant
to people in the Western Hemi
sphere.
“ If we found out Mozart had writ
ten Don Giovanni in Cleveland,
Ohio, it doesn’t make it any better or
any worse an opera. But it would be
exciting for people in this area to
have that information.”
Russell’s research is also signifi
cant since he is the first person to
get permission to publish any of the
contents of Saldivar’s archives.
Musicologists
have consistently

/
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‘If we found out
Mozart had written Don Giovanni
in Cleveland, Ohio,
it doesn’t make it
any better or any
worse an opera.
But it would be
exciting for people
in this area to have
that information.’
— Craig Russell

been turned away by the family
because of an incident years ago
when part of the research being done
with the collection was stolen.
Through a long series of events,
Russell said he was able to develop a
relationship with Saldivar which
eventually led to her request that he
publish an edition of the manuscript.
“ A lot of people have cared about
the contents of Saldivar’s archives
but haven’t been lucky to have had
the opportunity and the chance and
all the things that have fallen in my
lap to be able to befriend Mrs.
Saldivar,” Russell said.
Mexico was a highly sophisticated
cultural power in the baroque period
but is not known as such, Russell
said. He links the underrating of
Mexican music to the fact that such
a large portion of it is in the Saldivar
collection, not being heard by the
public, and that so few people are
conducting research there.
Russell said what he actually finds
while doing his research may be
much different than what he ex
pects, although he knows if nothing
else he will increase his knowledge
about baroque guitar music.
“ I can’t write history from wishful
thinking,” Russell said. “ 1 know
there’s a book. 1 know it’s Murcia. 1
know the music is beautiful. There’s
a certain assurance that the research
can’t be trivial because it’s beautiful
music.
“ At the very least I have that
guarantee that there will be
beautiful music, worth playing.”
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Patti doesn’t rock

she taps her foot at best

Daring sexual film lacks
nice, likeable characters

.. i

By Dawn Opstad, Special to the Daily
advertisement for Patti skiddish and immature while
Rocks invites one to explore confronting his mistakes. He
coaxes Eddie to drive along with
an entirely new sexual posihim to see Patti, to back him up
tion — honesty. And that it
does. With conversational can in his moment of truth.
The first half of the film is
dor normally reserved for locker
rooms and bachelor parties, our spent en route to Patti’s —
“ heroes,” Billy and Eddie, travel across Land of 10,000 Lakes in
by car one cold Minnesota night terstate in the middle of the
for Billy to confront a woman night. Reminiscent of childhood
that he, as he so eloquently family car trips spent wondering,
“ when are we going to get
words it, “ knocked up.”
there?”
the ride is dull. At least
Billy (Chris Mulkey) is a
philandering husband and father as a kid there were pit stops at
of two while Eddie (John Dairy Queen — this film forces
Jenkins) is dejected and divorc the viewer to sit and wait a long
ed. Together they share a dismal time to meet the infamous Patti.
and cursed blue collar existence As the car trip gets longer, there
in their native St. Paul. The two is a nagging feeling that it’s not
have a lengthy friendship history going anywhere.
As a kid, however, one pro
that was explored in the 1975
film Loose Ends, from which bably wasn’t privy to the kind of
frank, sexual banter that occurs
these characters are based.
In the current film, it turns out between Billy and Eddie. Their
that in a characteristic and ir language is salty, uninhibited
responsible fling, Billy has got and humorous to a point. But the
ten Patti, his yet-to-appear-on- raunchiness forbidden as a child,
screen mistress, pregnant. In and therefore a lot of fun,
formed that she wants to keep becomes tedious in this context.
The crux of the film — the
the baby, Billy panics — fearing
whole
anticipation of the car se
that this will ruin his marriage
and prevent him from enjoying quence, relies on the magnetism
the machismo prerogative of of Patti. But from the moment
she opens her apartment door,
having his cake and eating it too.
Billy is quick to announce his there is an ensuing disappoint
conquests to the world but is ment. She lacks the energy and
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vitality of the character that has
become so central to the success
of the story.
Thankfully, however, she is not
the woman we’ve come to expect
from Billy’s descriptions. She is
clearly independent and void of
any emotional need for Billy, or
any man in general. Her needs
are strictly sexual and although
she has no regard for marriage,
she wants to keep the baby. This
floors the sexist Billy who has
told Eddie that regarding sex, he
simply needs it. “ Do they need
you?” Eddie asks. “ Who cares?”
is his belligerent reply.
The film makers deserve credit
fo r
a tte m p tin g
such
a
straightforward and unconven
tional approach to the disparity
of men and women’s respective
sexual attitudes, but the film
fails in its persistent and insen
sitive sweeping generalizations.
The viewer is presented with
such an unconvincing and
unlikeable trio that it is difficult
to relate to them or hold any af
fection for them.
In the case of Billy, clearly this
is intentional. He takes on the
belligerence of the most stereo
typed of movie rednecks and
revels in it. We are not supposed
to like him. But Eddie, who is

If
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(L-R) Karen Landry (Patti), John
Jenkins (Eddie) and Chris Muikey
(Biiiy) star in Patti Rocks, which
opens at the Rainbow Theatre
tonight. Aithough Patti and Biiiy
don’t get aiong too weii in the
straightforward fiim, they enjoy a
marriage together off screen.

supposed to draw our sympathy,
is irritating and is not a comfor
ting counterpoint to Billy’s ar
rogance. While Patti, whom we
are urged to admire because she
is not subordinate to the domi
nant obnoxiousness of Billy, is
still not a woman who is interest
ing or likeable.
Although there are a lot of
direct sexual references, it is not
a sexually provocative film
because it lacks sensitivity and
regard for its audience. Vulgarity
for the sake of vulgarity doesn’t
accomplish anything, it merely
insults. There is very little about
this film that gives credit to the
intelligence of the audience. As
intelligent people, we might be

able to applaud or enjoy the
unflinching sexual independence
presented in this film, but not
with characters we don’t like.
The one redeeming value of
this movie might be in potential
converstations between men and
women that the frank subject
matter might provoke. Just
don’t plan on seeing this on a
first date.
In the end, Billy has learned
nothing. On the drive back home
to St. Paul (that the audience will
just have to summon up all their
wits to imagine the content) he is
back to his insensitive ignorance
and we are left with the resolve
that life will continue to be
status-quo — ignorance is bliss.
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Thinking About A DELICIOUS Submarine
Sandwich is Just Not Enough

STUDY BREAK HOURS
10:30am • 10:00pm
a ll d a y

541-0955

T h e Sandwich Plant & T he Snack Bar
Two winners every week! Win at either
the Sandwich Plant or The Snack Bar and
choose your prize from our prize catalog!

(Limit; one coupon per sandwhich)
(Limit; one coupon per customer)
^ 5 4 1 -0 9 5 5

1060 Osos St.

' " e " p 5/10/88*
nS(JS STREET SIIB<;

2 FREE DRINKS
W/ ANY SIZE SANDWICH
(lim it: o n e coupon p e r c u s to m e r)

5 4 1 -0 9 5 5

1060 Osos St.

Drawing Dates
4-15-88
4-22-88
4-29-88

Register as often as you like!
Need not be present to win!
Details for FREE DRAWING available at both locations

Exp 5/10/88

$.50 OFF
ANY SIZE SANDWHICH

í

BUY A N Y SIZE FOUNTAIN ORANGE JUICE: 8. 16 or 2 0 oz.. AND RECEIVE A FREE
TICKET FOR WEEKLY DRAWINGS AT:

D E U V E R tE S , t o o .

1060 Osos St.

®

Garfield Arms
Apartments

At

738 Grand Avenue, S.L.O.
Nicely furnished 1 and 2 bedroom apartments * Pool and laundry
facilities * Rec Room * BBQ Pits and microwaves * Year lease with
reduced summer rates (Ten month lease also available)
*Weeklv rates on fully furnished units,
and that includes linens, utensils,
microwave, and other amenities.

NOW RENTING
Agent 543-9119 or
Manager 543-7835
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Anything goes in Ann Arbor
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Festival moves from underground to Central Coast

■y-T'

By Hope Hennessy, Staff W riter
he Ann Arbor Film Festi
val, featuring award-winn
ing underground films from
independent filmmakers, is
coming to San Luis Obispo
the first time ever on May 1, 2
and 3.
The four-hour program is a
selection of more than 20 films
shown at this year’s festival in
Ann Arbor, Mich.
The local event is sponsored by
the Film/Video Art class at
Cuesta College. Marta Peluso,
instructor for the class, said the
Ann Arbor Film Festival, found
ed by George Manupelli in 1963,
is the oldest 16mm film festival
in the country.
“ The festival is particularly
loved by independent filmmakers
because of its ‘anything-goes’
ethos which places no restriction
on length, subject matter or
mode of presentation,’’ said
Peluso. “ The festival ranges
from animation to conventional
drama, from political polemics to
pure abstraction,’’ she said.
The festival has a longstanding
tradition as a showcase for in
dependent
and
experimental
films. There were approximately
250 international entries into the
festival, which took place over
six days in March at a restored
1920s movie palace in downtown

f

Ann Arbor.
“ These films are not commer
cial,’’ said Peluso. “ They are
done solely for the love of films
by artists who work with film as
for
their primary art medium.’’
Peluso said that San Luis
Obispo is fortunate to be includ-

Peluso.
The festival has toured in ma
jor cities such as Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Chicago and Pitt
sburgh, she said.
The festival’s grand prize win
ner, Elephant Theatre by Sabrina
Schmid, is part of the tour.
Elephant Theatre received the
festival’s $1,000 Tom Berman
Award, which is given to the
most promising filmmaker of the
festival.
The film is 15 minutes in
length and features “ several
score elephants dancing and
cavorting in hammy ecstasy,’’
according to the Ann Arbor
News,
The Australian artist describes
the film in a synopsis as follows:
“ One man has built a little
theatre which he can hold in the
palm of his hand. It reveals a
world of its own. Yet there re
mains one dream to be fulfilled:
that some elephants will come to
live in it ... ’’
Other award-winning films
that are part of the tour are
Mock Gravity by New York City
artist Franco Marinai about a
cerebral love affair between a
painter and an actress and The
Ant Who Loved a Girl, by Steve
Gentile of Providence, which is a
black and white animated tale

‘These films are
not commercial.
They are done
solely for the love
of films by artists
who work with
film as a primary
art medium.’
— Marta Peluso

ed in the prestigious tour.
“ There has been no other op
portunity in San Luis Obispo to
see this kind of creative work.
The program director, filmmaker
Rock Ross, happens to be a per
sonal friend of mine. We are very
lucky he had us in mind,’’ said

2V
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The festival features 20 films to be shown over a three-day period.
about the expression of love of
an ant who loves a girl.
The festival tour begins with
Jeff Bloomer and Sue Carman’s
Out o f the Blue, a playful study
of backward photography.

The showings will take place at
Linnaea’s Cafe on Sunday at 6:30
p.m. and on Monday and Tues
day, May 2 and 3 at 7 p.m. at the
C uesta College H um anities
Forum.

AHENTION ALL MAJORS...

PLASTICS
AND
PACKAGING...
UNFOLDING...

PLASTICS
AND
P A C K A G IN G
SYMPOSIUM!!
A New Future

by Berke Breathed
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M A N Y NEW A N D EXCITING OPPORTUNITIES IN
THE PLASTICS A N D P A C K A G IN G INDUSTRIES.
C O M E LEARN FROM ACTUAL INDUSTRIAL
SPEAKERS A N D TECHNICAL PRESENTATIONS
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A Cuesta College drama class presents
three original one-act plays May 2, 4, 6 and 7
at the Interact Theatre on campus. The
Truth Hurts is written and directed by Matt
Pelfrey and explores telling the truth in an
uncompromising manner. Detour to Frolic is
based on author Omer Brunelle’s observa
tions of life and love in a small town. Yukon
Jack is by Leslie Moyer and tells the story of
how some nice, well brought up kids can
become involved less than desirable events.
Curtain time is 8 p.m. and admission is free.
For more information call 544-2943.
The Pewter Plough Playhouse has extend
ed its production of Neil Simon’s Chapter
Two until the end of May. For reservations
for the bittersweet, autumnal romance call
927-3877. The Playhouse is located at Shef
field and Main streets in Cambria.
Helen Murray and Neal LaVine plot and scheme In the Melodrama’s production of Molly-O.
Talking With ... , a story that explores the
depths of 11 women, is the latest production
Paris. The exhibit continues until June 30.
from the San Luis Obispo Little Theatre. The
Hours are Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to
play runs through May 7 at the Hilltop
4 p.m.
Theatre. For tickets call 543-3737.
ARTernatives presents a second Live Art
Molly-O or The Lost Testament, a musical
farce set in a turn-of-the-century Milwaukee
The Guitar Ensemble from Cal State event May 3 at D.K.’s West Indies Bar.
brewery, is the latest production for The
Fullerton will perform a program of music Nearly 20 local artists will set up in D.K.’s
Great American Melodrama and Vaudeville.
for multiple guitars April 30 in Room 218 of and create a piece of artwork. The two-hour
performance — artists creating art — will be
The mad-cap tale continues until May 29. For
the Cal Poly Music Building. The Ensemble
open to the public beginning at 7 p.m. At 9
tickets and further schedule information call
consists of 18 students majoring in classical
p.m., the works created will be put up for
489-2499.
guitar at CSUF. Admission is free.
auction. Admission is $5 for the public.
Crucial DBC with their Santa Barbara
Free Style, a juried student art exhibit in
styled roots-reggae will be the highlight of a
the University Art Gallery in the Dexter
voter registration drive dance at D.K.’s West
Building, continues to May 1. The exhibit
Indies Bar April 30 at 1 p.m.
displays
award-winning works from students
Singer, songwriter, arranger and producer
in the art and design department.
Kayde Mowery will play keyboards and
Cuesta College Student Art Exhibition
guitar in styles ranging from ethereal and
Colors — Sean Penn and Robert Duvall
1988
continues through May 4 in the campus
delicate to down-to-earth May 1 in Chumash
star as cops battling bloody, violent gang
library.
Auditorium. Mowery has recently settled on
warfare in Los Angeles. The film, directed by
the Central Coast, where she continues to
Dennis Hopper, caused concern in Los
compose
music to integrate “ heart, mind and
Angeles that it might promote the glamour
soul.’’
Also
performing will be Glenda Grif
of gangs. But the film is described as
fith, Michael Robert Hand and Guy Colville.
frightening and dramatic look at the gang
Tickets
are $12.50, with proceeds benefiting
violence that catches innocents in its
Model
Mugging
of San Luis Obispo, a non
A silent auction, a gourmet dinner, a live
crossfire. A main criticism is that the film
profit organization that teaches women to auction, a show by the Drifters and dancing
does not investigate the underlying motiva
defend themselves against sexual assaults until midnight will all be wrapped into
tion of gang membership and subsequent vi
and other violence.
artSalute ’88 at Cal Poly April 30. The event
olence. Festival and Mission cinemas.
At the Dark Room this weekend are two will be held in the Chumash Auditorium and
Santa Barbara bands; Crucial DBC on Friday is hosted by the Cal Poly Center for the Arts.
Critters II — Was there a Critter I? Well,
and the Volcanos on Saturday. Music starts Proceeds will go to programming designed to
regardless this rated-R movie hints at gory
at 9 p.m.
serve the campus and community. Also at
details caused by muppets gone bad. Festival
the event will be presentation of the Presi
Cinemas.
dent’s Award for contributions to the
cultural
environment of the county. Tickets
Patti Rocks — Disparities between female
are $50 per person, with a few still available.
and male interpersonal relationships —
For reservations call 756-6556.
namely redneck-macho sexism — are handled
Discover the musings, visions and passions
in a bold, straighforward manner. But the
A series of fine art prints by Hawaiian ar
of
several Cal Poly professors and students in
characters are vulgar and unappealing, not
tist Laura Ruby opens today in the Galerie of
a
poetry
reading at the Tuesday Coffeehouse
warranting the type of sympathy necessary
Cal Poly’s University Union. For The Dia
(May 3) in the Sandwich Plant. The reading
for the plot to be dynamic. Please see review
mond Head Series, Ruby uses a variety of
begins at 8 p.m. and features such professors
in this edition. Rainbow Theatre.
mixed media to profile the cultural history
as Kathy Fagan, Stuart Lishan, Angela
surrounding the recognizable landmark. The
Estes and A1 Landwher.
Sunset — America’s Mr. Nice Guy, James
exhibit continues through May 21. Galerie
KCBX FM 90’s Currents program will
Garner, and America’s Mr. Bad Guy, Bruce
hours are Monday through Wednesday, 10
feature the style and music of Miles Davis
Willis, star in this new mystery, romance
a.m. to 5 p.m.; Thursday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.;
every
Monday in May at 10 p.m. The first
comedy. Madonna Plaza Theatre and Festi
Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; and Saturday and
segment
May 2 will focus on Davis’ earliest
val Cinemas.
Sunday, noon to 4 p.m.
albums from 1949-1955.
Bartenders can register to compete in the
Julia Morgan,
U.G.L.Y.
Bartender Contest May 1 to May
Ca l i f o r ni a
Ar 
31. U.G.L.Y. is of course the acronym for
chitect: An exhib
understanding,
generous, lovable and You.
ition is on display
The
bartender
who
collects the most votes,
in the Special Col
valued at 25 cents, wins a trip to Hawaii or
lection Department
Mexico. Proceeds from the contest benefit
of Cal Poly’s Ken
the Channel Islands Chapter of the National
nedy Library.
Multiple Sclerosis Society. Hap’s Place in
Morgan is best
Simi Valley won top honors last yeat by rais
known for her work
on William Ran ing more than $11,(XX). For registration in
d o lp h
H e a r s t ’s formation call 682-8783.
estate. The exhibit
features
personal
Typed submissions to Spotlight Calendar
memorabilia from
must be received by Wednesday noon fo r Fri
her childhood and
day publication. Send information to Mustang
from her student
Daily c/o Spotlight, San Luis Obispo, CA
years at Ecole des
93407.
Beaux Arts in

iO¥l€i

Th« P*rf*c« out • o u t CartffkotM
On
New At All Theetre*

m SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY

‘Buoy at Diamond Haad” by Laura Ruby

MANN FREMONT

543-1121]

The Last Emperor R 1:30 5:00 8:15

1035 MONTEREY ST

II

l|

99C BIG MAC 99C

| | This coupon entitles
■ | you to one Big Mac.
*1 Limit one per customer, per visit.
■ | Please present cou21 pon when ordering.
| l Not valid with any

Ij

I I other offer.

I Valid until June 30, 1988

!i B

IT’S A
GOOD TIME
FOR THE
GREAT TASTE

FESTIUAL CINEMAS

®

I >IQi TCCQ HWV101 BTVm OAKPK AND BRISCO RO
'A O I-/5W
ARROVOGRANOt
Snowy River Pan 2 pg 12:40 2:40 4:45
Good Morning Vietnam R 7:00 9:20

S3 00 Bargain price dally belore 5:30pm

Casual Sex R 1:10 3:10 5:10 7:00

Colors R 12:00 2:15 4:30 7:00 9:30
AtMve the Law R 12:45 2:45 4:50 7:30 9:40
Sunset R 12:15 2:30 4:45 7:25 9:40
'Beetlejuice pg 12:30 2:45 5:00 7:30 9:30

I

Stand and Deliver pg 1:00 3.00 7:40 9:40
The Unholy R 12:30 5:15 9:10

I The Lady inWhite

pg13 2:40 4:50 7:20 9 35

Good oniy at

SAN UJiS O B I S P ^

The Milagro Beanfield War R 1:30 4:15 7:00 ICritters Part 2 pg13 1:15 3:15 5:15 7:30 9:25

Pro volleyball game
in Main Gym tonight
By Tricia H iggins
staff Writar

P r o f e s s io n a l
w om en’s
volleyball and former Mustang
All-American, Kelly Strand,
return to Cal Poly tonight in a
contest featuring the defending
Major League Volleyball cham
pions the San Jose Goldiggers
and the Los Angeles Starlites.
Strand, making her second
professional appearance in San
Luis Obispo in two years,
achieved all-American honors as
a Mustang in both 1984 and 1985
and is currently on the Goldig
gers’ roster.
The game, being held at 7:30
p.m. in the Main Gym, is a
fund-raiser, with a portion of the
proceeds going to Cal Poly’s
volleyball program and the re
mainder going to MLV, said
Mike Wilton, Cal Poly’s women’s
volleyball coach. Wilton declined
to speculate on how much the
program is expected to raise.
“ It should be a great match,
last year’s sure w as,’’ said
Wilton. “ They’re both good
teams, with great players.’’
Both teams have a share of
outstanding players. Making up
the Goldiggers’ roster is last
year’s MLV Most Valuable
Player and 1984 Olympian,
Laurie Corbelli, along with past
University of the Pacific NCAA
Champion team members, Eileen
Dempster and Julie Maginot.
F eatured players of the
Starlites include two former 1984
O lym pians, R ita C ro ck ettRoyster and Jeane BeaupreyReeves, and former UCLA star
and member of the United States
National Team in 1986 and 1987,
Michelle Boyette.
Former Cal Poly Mustang
Carol Tschasar once played with
the Starlites and was in last
y e a r’s m atch betw een the
Goldiggers and the Starlites at
Cal Poly. Tschasar is not playing
this year because the league
transferred her to Arizona and
she did not want to go, Wilton
said.
“ I think that Kelly’s team (the
Goldiggers) will probably have
the home court advantage this
year, since she is a former
Mustang,’’ said Wilton.
Last year’s game between the

Softball in Sacramento
The Cal Poly women’s softball
team is competing in a tourna
ment at Sacramento State this
weekend.
The Lady Mustangs, currently
in third place in CCAA Division
II, post a 11-7 conference record
and 28-16 record overall.

Rugby at Pebble Beach
The Cal Poly rugby club will
be competing in the Pebble
Beach Rugby C lassic this
weekend
Thirty-two teams will be com
peting in the event.
Cal Poly will face Paxos of Palo
Alto at 8:30 a.m. for the first
game.

5

Track teams at Irvine

Baseball at home

The Cal Poly men’s and
women’s track teams will travel
to Irvine Saturday for the UC
Irvine Invitational.
This is the teams’ last meet
before the CCAA championships
at Cal State Los Angeles on May
7 and 8.
Both teams had top finishers
in last weekend’s Poly Royal In
vitational. Mustang Chris Craig
qualified for nationals with has
3:49.45 performance in the
1,500-meter race.
For the w om en’s team ,
freshman Karen Lawson won
both the long jump, with a leap
of 18-8, and the 100-meter dash,
with a time of 12.4.
The NCAA national champi
onships will take place June 1-4
in Eugene, Ore.

The Cal Poly men’s baseball
team faces league-rival Chapman
College this weekend in the last
of its four-weekend homestand.
The Mustangs, currently 10-11
in league play and 21-23 overall,
are in fifth place in California
Collegiate Athletic Association
Division II and trail first-place
UC Riverside by five games.
Chapman is in third place, 2.5
games behind Riverside.
The Mustangs took two of
three games from sixth-place Cal
State Northridge last weekend at
home, and must sweep this
weekend to stay alive in the race
for the league championship.
Friday’s game begins at 7 p.m.
and Saturday’s begins at noon.
All games are played at Sinsheimer Stadium.

Scholastic Guidance Service
We will locate from 5-25 financial aid sources, scholarships and grants for
your higher education or your service fee of $39.00 will be refunded,
along with any sources of aid we may have found. All scholarships found
are ones for which the student is qualified.

Former Cal Poly All-Amarlcan Kel
ly Strand will be playing for the
San Joae Goldiggers tonight.

Starlites and the Goldiggers at
tracted about 1,500 spectators, a
figure that Wilton thinks is
somewhat low because the match
was held during Poly Royal and
many students, busy with the
weekend’s events, didn’t attend.
This year Wilton hopes for an in
crease of 1,500 or more since
students won’t be as busy with
other activities.
Wilton said getting teams to
come to Cal Poly isn’t a problem
because they know it is a good
drawing area for professional
volleyball. The league has not
been very successful in gaining
spectators in their own areas, he
said.
The coach said he doesn’t think
San Luis Obispo will ever have a
MLV franchise because even
though the teams do not have a
very large following, the league’s
philosophy is to stay in large
metropolitan areas to gain cor
porate sponsorship. He said
maybe the league should go to
smaller areas, such as San Luis
Obispo, where the MLV would be
more popular.
Tickets will be sold at the door
and will be $2.50 for students
and $3.50 for general admission.

For more information:

1916 Crestón Rd.
Paso Robles, Ca. 93446
'Price good through June 3,1988 ($45.00 reg.)
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Every Friday in the Snack Bar
During Spring Quarter!

HELD OVER THRU MONDAY, MAY 2!

A local athlete has signed a
national letter of intent to play
basketball for Cal Poly next
season.
Pete DelVaglio, a 6-6 for
ward out of Cuesta College, is
the second player to sign with
the Mustangs for 1988-89. He
was a two-year starter at
Cuesta.
Last season, hampered by a
stress fracture in his foot, he
averaged 6.9 points and 4.2
rebounds a game at Cuesta.
A graduate of San Luis
Obispo High School, DelVaglio
averaged 18.0 points and 10.3
rebounds his senior year.

icouponi

I kinko's
i
I
I
I HOUR PHOTO
I
I
I 549-8979
Bring in any roll of 1 3 5 ,1 1 0 ,1 2 6 , or Disc |
I
color print film for developing and printing |
I 9 Santa Rosa
and get a second set FREE!
|
I San Luis Obispo
Film: 1 hr & 4hr processing
with coupon
I expires
Disc:
5/1/88
I
I
..co upo n

r

••••••

Quarterpound Charbroiled Hamburger
Jx French Fries and_ a —Large
Soda -.
_

*****

r

Phone (805)239-3639 M-F
1007 Rachel Lane
Paso Robles, Ca. 93446

or mail to:

2 more sign intent letters
for both basketball teams
The Cal Poly women’s
basketball team has signed its
first player for the 1988-89
season.
Deborah Vettel, a 5-9 off
guard out of DeAnza College,
signed a national letter of in
tent Wednesday.
A two-year starter for the
Dons, Vettel averaged 15.0
points/4 assists as a freshman,
and 16.0 points/4 assists last
season.
She is a two-time all-Golden
Gate Conference choice, and
was a Scholar Athlete as a
freshman.
Vettel was chosen all
conference out of Silver Creek
High School, averaging 24.0
points a game.

Friday, April 29,1988

Mustang Daily

spoK 'rs

____

9 MONTHS ONLY $99
• Includes 2 months summer hold at no charge !
• Burn fat with 10
daily aerobic classes
• Personalized weight
training to tone and firm
• Stairmaster machine
and Aerobicycles
• Jacuzzi, sauna and morel

CALENDAR GIRL
Complete Fitness For Women
964 Foothill Blvd., University Square
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543-3465

The Bigger Picture

April 18 through May 18
IBM PS/2 BONANZA
at El Corral Bookstore
Booktoie

EICbnoJ

M u s t a n g D a il y

Classified Advertising Order Form

Graphic Aits Bldg #226 San Luis Obispo, CA 93407
(805) 756-1143

Name________________
Campus Club ASI Box #
Street________________
City.
Telephone_____
Social Security #_

Amount Paid$
Check #
Date

Please Attach Your Check to This Form

Zip

Ad Starts____

Times to run

Ads turned in by:

may start running on:

Monday, lO a.m ....
Tuesday, 10 a.m..............
Wednesday, 10 a.m...........
Thursday, 10 a.m.............
Friday, 10 a.m..................

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Monday
Tuesday

Check appropriate classification:

g
g

I Campus clubs
3 Announcement
5 Personals
7 Greek News
9 Events
10 Entertainment
II I Ajst & Found
13 W anted
15 Services

§

17
19
21
23
25
27
29
31

Typing
Miscellaneous
Travel
Ride Share
Ojjportunities
Employment
For Sale
Stereo Equipment

33
35
37
39
41
43
45
47

Mopeds & Cycles
Bicycle
Automobiles
Roommates
Rental Housing
Homes for Sale
Land for Sale
Religious

^

Classified Advertising Policies
All advertising copy and materials arc subject to acceptance by the Mustang Daily General Manager,
the General Manager reserves the right to reject all or any portion of the copy or art submitted
at any time prior to publication, even if material has previously been accepted or published.

Write your ad copy here
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HOMELESS
From page 1
statewide, he said.
“ We should have the approval
of the city and county (for the
modulars) by the end of May,”
Hughes-said.
The Salvation Army’s plan is
to include the People’s Shelter,
now run by local churches on a
monthly basis, in its program
once the modular unit complex is
in place, said Toni Flynn, Salva
tion Army program coordinator.
Ideally, the program will be
divided into three segments, she
said. Program A will include all
the employable homeless in the
area — families and singles who
are currently staying at the Peo
ple’s Shelter, Flynn said. Pro
gram B will serve the homeless
who need training to be able to
return to the work force, she
said. Program C will focus on the
alcoholics and the mentally ill
homeless who have been released
from area hospitals, she said.
Brad Goans, former director of
Zedakah House, is working with
Salvation Army personnel to
county approves a grant toward
the homeless programs, she said,
but that won’t be until next

AAIA MEETING
Student Conference Presentations
Monday 5/2 7;00 pm
Fisher Science Rm.286
ALL WELCOME

FINALLY

A MORE CONVENIENT LOCATION TO
SUBMIT YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS. THE
MUSTANG DAILY IS NOW ACCEPTING
ADS AT THE UU INFO DESK. THE
DEADLINE FOR ALL CLASSIFED ADS
IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE

coordinate the program.
“ We’re hoping to get a
rehabilitation program going for
(the homeless alcoholics),’’ Goans
said, adding that such a program
would be conducted alongside
the other programs.
Of the three possible sites to
set up the modular unit complex,
the Salvation Army chose Prado
Road and South Higuera by the
social services building, Hughes
said.
A shortage of funds and
utilities has caused the Salvation
Army delays in its present pro
gram, Flynn said.
“ We’re running on a barebones budget right now,’’ Flynn
said. “ We have just enough to
pay our staff this month.’’ The
situation should improve if the

I

Applications Now Available
Any One Can Apply. Applications
in UU217A! Call 756-1291 for
more information. Applications
must be turned in by May 6th.

ALOHA AGR!!! Lets do the hula
and go coconuts at the Luau!
Get excited-Luv Gamma Phil!

GREEK GAMES '88!
THE GREEK SYSTEM W O N T KNOW WHAT

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEW

ACTIVES

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE IOTA
PLEDGE CLASS OF BOM
HEY AXO, GET EXCITED FOR THE
ITALIAN WEDDING. LET’S GET
MARRIED. BRO’S OF LAMBDA CHI
HEY BETA!
We’re looking for some fun in the
sun. Can’t wait until Friday
afternoon. Love AON

ZAE

ZTA

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
‘A FRIEND FOR LIFE’

DENISE

HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY

‘BALL ON THE BAY’

KICK SOME BUNS DURING
GREEK WEEK

ALL GREEKS

GET YOUR PICTURE TAKEN IN THE ALL
GREEK PHOTO. THIS FRIDAY AT 3:00
IN MUSTANG STADIUM

’Strip-tease to please!’ by
Catalina 772-5809

IT’S NEW

THE MUSTANG DAILY NOW HAS A
MORE CONVENIENT PLACE FOR YOU TO
SUBMIT CLASSIFIED ADS.
THE UU INFO DESK NOW HAS A
MUSTANG DAILY DROP BOX. THE
DEADLINE FOR ALL CLASSIFIED ADS
IS 10 AM TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE

JUNE GRADUATES:IT’S NOT TOO
LATE TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT
DONE. REMEMBER YOUR ACHIEVMENT
WITH A SENIOR PORTRAIT
B'i DAVID GREY 541-2858 MWF/WEEK
ENDS 6-9PM: NO SITTINGS BOOKED

Best of luck to all Body Builders
competing in the SLO Sat.4/30!M
The ladies are lovely and the guys
are shredded to pieces. After the
contest, enjoy the intoxication.
This was a message lo r brotherhood’

funny how the
NIGHT MOVES
Annual Fun Run...Thursday,May 12,
6:15pm.Reglster at Rec Sports.
INTERESTED IN OWNING YOUR OWN
BUSINESS? IF SO, DON’T MISS THE
’INNOVATONS
AND
E N TR E P R E 
NEURSHIP’
CONFERENCE MAY 13 AT THE SAN
LUIS BAY INN. REGISTRATION FORMS
AVAILABLE IN BUSINESS BLDG. DEANS
OFFICE. FOR MORE INFO CALL MARGE
AT 756-2704 OR DAVE AT 549-9297

PREDATOR

Fri. only. 7 & 9:15
Chumash Aud. $1.50

THEY’RE BACK AGAIN TO ROCK SLO!
LIVE & LOUD THE VOLCANOS from
Santa Barbara invadeTHE DARKROOM
SAT. NITE 4/30 9:00 Don’t miss out!

15% DISCOUNT THIS WEEK ONLY!
SR PROJECTS & RESUMES 544-1305
Accurate TYPIST:Corrects All Your
Spell.Punct,Grammar $2pg 543-3764
EXP Typist with LASER PRINTER
Will also format & laser print
from your IBM comp disc 544-7676

FRI.29 SAT30 AT THE FREMONT
1 ROUND TRIP AIRLINE TICKET
FOR THE BEST TOGA COSTUME.

LOST-Red bactoack. Last seen on
steps at end of Science B-wing
at 4p.m. on April 23 (Sat)
Call 549-9498 for reward

Phones.Assist customers, daily
paperwork & office clean-up.Apply
in person at 5450 Edna Rd.SLO
Located by SLO Airport.544-1318
SITTER W4NTED for 5yr. old Shell
Bch. boy. Fri/Sun nites plus 2
aft/eves wkly. Cooking and dishes
20-25 hrs. Salary plus bonus for
active, reliable person. Refs and
own trans. 773-4941
TELEMARKETING. Enthusiastic phone
communicators needed to sell
cable T V entertainment services.
Monday-Thursday 4:30-8:30 p.m. and
Saturday 9-1 .$5.00 per hour plus
commissions. Call Robin at Sonic
Cable T.V.,541-1962 between 2-4p.m.

4 SALE:TWIN BED-$50,2 COUCHES$30 EACH,10 SPEED BIKE-$15 OBO
CALL 543-9071

MACINTOSH FOR SALE includes:
Mac512k;400k internal drive, 400k
external drive, mouse, keyboard,
security sys,carrying case &more!
$800 or best offer.Scott:549-0893

I’m still here.For typing you can
trust call Susie. 528-7805 Thanks

HONDA ELITE 125 SCOOTER RED
XLNT-PRFCT COND. $975 O.B.O 549-0525

Nishiki 15 speed Mtn.Bike Excellent
cond. $200 O.B.O 549-9616 after 6pm

LASER PRINTED TYPING

79 MG Midget partially restored
make an offer.Call Colleen 544-7487

QUALITY WORD PROCESSING
Sr. Projects! Papers! Spell Check
Computer Education Svcs. 528-5049

85 MAZDA RX7 EXCELLENT COND.
2YR VWVRRANTY $7500 528-8556

Senior Projects/Reports/Resumes
Macintosh/Laser Prints
Kathryn 528-4286 (Slo p/u & drop)

FIRST AID CERTIFICATION
thru Rec Sports Sunday,May 15,9am
Register at Rec Sports UU118.

ASI TRAVEL CENTER is now accepting
applications for a Fall of 88
Travel Counselor. Help set up trips
around the world, assist others
in their travel plans & more. App
due by May 5th in the ASI Business
office located in the Univ. Union.
Looking for summer recreation
leaders. Programs run for 6 weeks.
Please send resume to J.Dewhurst
1731 Santa Rosa no.E. For more info
call 546-8680 eves.

Own Room in House Half mile from
Poly $250/month includes util,
call 546-9074
OWN room in house on So. Chorro
with two Engr. Students Quiet
Clean, Fireplace Avail. 4-1-88
270 mo. 549-9265___________________
OWN room in 2 Bdrm house near Cal
Poly, available 6/15 or tor Fall.
$240.00 call Sharia 544-9366
W^NTED:ROOMMATE MAY 1st
MALE/FEMALE $225/mo.
CALL ASAP 544-6288

3BR 1 3 /4-M /2 BATH 2 CAR GARAGE
COUNTRY HOME,DOG RUN W / OR W/O
HORSE PRIVILIGES IN ROLLING
HILLS. FAMILY ONLY.AVAIL APPROX
6/15 RENT 1ST W /SECURITY DEP.
ERNIE 543-5614 OR 541-1921___________
APT for lease 6-16-88 to 6-15-89,
2 bedrm turn for 4, near Poly,
$560/mo,water,cable,garb Pd.
543-8517 or 544-5385

RENTAL LISTS

FARRELL SMYTH PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT

FURNISHED 3 BDM APT 10 OR lZ
MONTH LEASE 543-1452____________
HOUSE/DUPLEX 2 BEDROOM, 1BTH.
ALL UTILITIES PD. W^LK TO POLY
675/MO. 541-5170

PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING
Call Karen at 544-2692

RESUME, PAPERS, PROJECTS, WORD
PROCESSING DONE IN SO. CTY
CONSHA’S OFFICE SUPPLY PISMO
BEACH 773-5851 OR 489-0724 EVE

OWN ROOM $275 AVAIL 6-10-88
NICE APT NEAR DNTN 541-8010

21 Santa Rosa,Suite 100
San Luis Obispo,Ca 93401
(805)543-2636

CalLThe Latest Word 528-8505

R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Roná).LASER PRINTER w/100-t-type fonts,
student rates,9am-6pm,M-Sat,544-2591

Fern Rmt needed Beg May 15 own Rm
in 2bdrm Twnhse FrpIce.yrd.Dshwshr,
275.00/mo inci water,trash,cable
call 541-5867. Jackie

FREE

FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS.CALL
BONNIE 543-0520, EVES.

FOR GREEK WEEK

ANIMAL HOUSE

PAID OVERSEAS VACATION
THOUSANDS OF JOB OPPORTUNITIES
FOR STUDENTS WORLDWIDE-TOURISM
HOTELS-SUMMER CAMPS-TEACHING
CALL 408-998-8402 BETWEEN 9-4

PAST 5/27/88

EXPERIENCED CP TYPIST 543-0550

LONELY OR BORED OR???
Sign up for a fun craft class in
your UU Craft Center! Try It!!
LOOKING FOR A LITTLE XCITEMENT
Come seakayaking May 1 or rock
climbing seminar May 5 & climbing
on May 7&8. Details in Escape Rte
UU112 or call 756-1287 for fun!!!

CLRSSIFIEDS

PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST

HIT THEM.

SUNGLASSES!! 9 major brands, all
styles. 10% off with a cal poly ID
VUARNET.BUCCI,OAKLEY,SKI-OPTICS.
RAYBAN.HOBIE,GARGOYLE,SUNCLOUD,
MAUI JIMS AND REVOS. The Sea Barn
Avila Beach!! Open 7 days a week
WE STOCK ALL STYLES!!!

YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE JOIN
ASI STUDENT COMMUNITY SERVICES
Applications for Directors of:
PALS.YOUTH EDUCATION.SENIORS.
OUTREACH STUDENTS FOR SHELTER,
SPECIAL EVENTS and OFFICER BOARD
POSITIONS ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED.
UU 217 756-2476. DUE 4/29.

MOUTHPIECE, Clear plastic
Found on Slack St. near Cal Poly
Turned into UU info. desk.

AOn, A I, lA E , IX

SIG ALPHS.GET PSYCHED FOR THE
MONTEREY FORMAL!

WHO W A TC f«S THE WATCHMAN.COMIC
BOOKS A R E N T JUST FOR KIDS
ANYMORE. COMPLETE SELECTION OF
CURRENT/BACK ISSUES. THE SUB
879 HIGUERA. UPSTAIRS. 541-3735

MUSWNG

CLASSIFIED

Career Planing Workshops
Tues & Thur APRIL 26th & 28th
Jesperson Hall 756-2511

THE DEADLrJE FOR MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE.______________________________ _

TRY THE

Don’t Miss Out
Being taken on campus from April 18 to May 13 U.U. RM 213
Make Reservations Now
528-5661
/^2_5661
o
I
i
^
u
H
or
sign
up
in
U.U.
RM 218
Early Bird Special if resv. made by May 1
^ ^

DELTA CHI

I ASI EXEC STAFF

DON’T DESPAIR!

Senior Portrait Time!

OF

‘HERE’S TO YOU’ PRESENTS
The Best BALLOON BOUQUETS in town
13 BALLOONS $11.95 6 FOR $6.00
FREE DELIVERY CALL 544-4759

month.
Also plaguing the program is
the lack of shower facilities and
the difficulty in getting laundry
done, Flynn said.
“ There’s no place to hook up
water (out by the sheriff’s
department),’’ Flynn said. “ If we
have any kind of shower, we have
to haul water out there and dump
it in a tank.’’
Since the takeover of Zedakah
House by the Salvation Army,
the bus passengers have wel
comed the change, Goans said.
“ They’re glad to be out of the
buses,’’ Goans said. “ There’s a
lot more space in the modulars.’’
If merging the Salvation Army
and the People’s Shelter is suc
cessful, Hughes said, the new
program will be underway by
October.

FOR SALE
MGB 78 good condition
call 756-3117

1 or 2 F RMT NEEDED TO SHARE
SPACIOUS LAGUNA LAKE TOWNHOUSE
CALL DEBBI AT 541-2971
1F Rmmate 2 share tg room in nice
furnished apt 4 88/89 school year
Lots of extras. Close to Poly
$245/mo. Also avail summer88 185/
obo. Please call 544-3309
1or2 Roommates Needed to share
room in condo fully furnished grt
location $450 -i- Deposit 546-9246
2 PERSONS FOR FALL 88 ONLY
EACH W / OWN ROOM,FURNISHED APT
AT WOODSIDE 549-9761 JASON/TED
2 responsible, reasonably neat F
Rmmates needed to share townhouse
in Mustang Village,$170/mo.prepd.
for 88/89 school yr. 756-4687
Christine or 756-4715 Ariel.
2M/F Rmmates needed 2 share rm.
PRIVATELY OWNED Cedar Creek Condo
4 Sept88-June89. Only 230 ea. (SAVE
45 a month each.) 546-9083 Karen

BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES LISTED
FREE INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE
ON CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE
CENTURY 21-541-3432
BUYING A HOUSE? FOR A FREE LIST OF
ALL THE LOWEST PRICED HOUSES AND
CONDOS IN SLO, CALL STEVE NELSONFARRELL SMYTH,Inc, 543-8370 (Lv Msg)
Cal Poly Student/Parents:Save
$$,buy property your student
can live in. 2 houses/lot w.
assum.mtge. $120,000 from Cal
Poly parent,days 415 588-4558
eves.415 728-7774
CLOSE TO POLY 3 BR 1 BA $132,000
3 BR 2 BA $189,000-CONDOS $77,000
-t- UP-IDEAL FOR STUDENTS. CALL JIM
541-5101 OR ANITA 544-1519 FOR A
LIST OF HOM ES-CENTURY 21 TEAM. SLO
CUTE HOUSE BY CAMPUS. 3bdrm,2 1/2
bth, BBQ, FRPLC. VERY NICE!
Avail 88-89 for group of Christian
girls-$1350. Day:408-562-3859
eves collect 408-446-3108
Ask for Jan.

WHY THROW IT ALL AWAY ON RENT?
CLEAN MOBILHOME IN NICE SLO PARK
LG 1 BR 1 BA PERFECT FOR 1 OR 2
POOL SPA RECRM $29,900 541 -4944
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SHARK
From page 1
until Rudy yelled to him from the
beach, “ Something was biting
me.
Buchanan waited until a wave
could carry him to the beach
because he didn’t want to paddle
with his hands in the water.
Buchanan drove Rudy to the
Health Center, where Rudy
received seven stitches.
Laurent concluded after ex
amining and interviewing Rudy
that Rudy is indeed a very lucky
person.
“ Many of the things he’s said,
and the place in which it occurred
as well, are very characteristic of
what has been recorded in the
past,’’ Laurent said. “ Some of
the attacks resulted in severe in
juries, even loss of legs and some

POLITICS
From page 4
liberalism stays squarely and
safely within the limitations of
nationalism and the affirmation
of America’s national interests.
We assume that in all our foreign
conflicts America is basically
right. This is the knee-jerk reac
tion of the media and the public
in any international conflict,’’ he
said.
Lazere said that the media may
eventually come out later and
say that the United States was

of them resulted in the sort of
wounds Mr. Rudy has.’’
A large number of shark at
tacks in California and Oregon
have occurred in places similar to
Morro Bay, he said, with the vic
tims standing in shallow water
near the beach.
Rudy’s wounds were “ consis
tent, although not thoroughly
compelling,’’ Laurent said, but
they are “ definitely in a radial
fashion as though they represent
the outline of teeth in a shark’s
jaw.’’
Laurent, who is not an expert
on shark attacks, contacted Lea.
Jim Kroll, a harbor patrol of
ficer in Morro Bay, said people
sometimes don’t realize sharks
are always in the ocean and that
colder water off the Central and
Northern California coasts are
“ whities terrritory.’’
“ There have been white sharks
taken by fisherman in Estero
Bay,’’ said Kroll, referring to the
area north of Morro Bay.

Kroll recounted from a book
called “ Shark Attack’’ that the
last possible shark attack on a
Cal Poly student was in 1957.
Ironically, that incident was sim
ilar to Rudy’s episode, both in
region and in manner.
Kroll said the student, Peter
Savino, was trying to get back to
shore when he cried out to a
friend, “ Something hit me.’’ The
two were still swimming in when
Savino raised a bloody arm and
then vanished. Savino was never
found and a shark wasn’t seen.
Laurent said the best thing to
do to avoid attack is to not swim
in an area where there is a large
marine mammal concentration
and to avoid just standing in the
water.
“ There’s always a small risk,’’
he said. “ And you have to put
small in bold letters. You have to
look at the number of hours
(people spend) in the water. The
number of instances are really
quite low.’’

at fault but that is usually “ a
month, a year, or 10 years after
the fact.’’
The second lim itation of
liberalism in America is a oneparty system.
“ We have one party in this
country — the party of the rich,’’
he said. “ It has a Republican
branch and a Democratic branch
which compete with each other.
But basically they are two dif
ferent branches of the rich. There
is very little power and repre
sentation in the Democratic par
ty of the working people, public
employees, organized labor and
minorities.’’
The th ird lim ita tio n of

liberalism, according to Lazere, is
that it stays within the assump
tion of capitalist economy.
“ No Democratic politician or
medium advocates socialism,’’
said Lazere.
Lazere said that the major bias
in the media points to what is
not talked about rather than
what is talked about.
“ I would like to see these con
flicting ideologies put at the
center of our national discourse
in education from the high school
level to the college level so that
people will have some sort of
understanding and know what
the hell they are voting for,’’ said
Lazere.

VALENCIA
. . . For Those Who Want It All!
Private Bedrooms

Heated Swimming Pool

Weight Room

Computer/Study Room

- Olympic Free Weights
- Universal Machines

- IBM Compatibles
- access to Cal Poly Mainframe

10 or 12 Month Leases

Fitness Center
-

free aerobics

From page 1
Student Senate is a repre
sentative body, representing
various interests of the universi
ty,’’ and it voted unanimously to
approve the ballot face in ques
tion, he wrote.
Therefore, since the members
of the senate were provided
notice by April 8, the 24-hour
notice was given.
D evitt also looked into
emergency
meeting
require
ments, which are not laid out in
Seymour, but are in BagelyKeene. One of the emergency
situations defined in BagelyKeene, where the week’s postage
would be waived, is in emergen
cies “ due to time limitations im
posed by law.’’
And, wrote Devitt, ASl was
following one of its operational
codes by squeezing the special
meeting in 36 hours before the
election. According to the code,
“ the ASI general election shall
be held on Wednesday and
Thursday of the third week of
spring quarter.’’ Therefore, since
the elections could not be moved
due to a law, the emergency
meeting was proper.
Devitt also mentioned that
nothing in the Seymour Act pro
vides that the action of a board
in violation is null and void,
calming fears of a recall election.
In other business, senators
moved a resolution to ban
styrofoam on campus into a
committee for further study, and
officially backed the library’s
plans to crack down on eating of
fenders.
After little discussion and
much hostility about the resolu
tion’s lack of focus, standing
rules where suspended and the
styrofoam issue was made a

GRADUATE 10
KINKO'S
f
m
Go to the head of the class with
a great-looking professional
resume from Kinko's.

kinko's

Cal Poly Shuttle Bus

9 7 3 F O O T H IL L
882 MARSH

leaves every half hour

We believe Valencia is the finest student housing in San
Luis Obispo. But w e don't want you to just take our word for it.
We invite you to look at our competition (Cedar Creek,
Murray St. Station, Stenner Glenn, Mustang Village, Foothill
Hacienda, and others) and then look at Valencia.

WeWe confident you^ll choose Valencia!

555 Ram ona D rive

SENATE

543-1452

5 4 3 -0 7 7 1
5 4 3 -3 3 6 3

business item and sent to the
Foundation relations committee.
This bypassed the author’s res
ervations about sending it to the
committee.
School of Agriculture Senator
Jacob Wiersma, the author, had
“ reservations about the chair of
the committee ... because he has
shown strong
reserv atio n s
against’’ the resolution.
“ It would be unfair for this
issue (to send it to that commit
tee),’’ said Wiersma.
Senators, like A griculture’s
Ellen Sanders, worried whether
the re so lu tio n ’s goal was
understandable.
“ Ar e
we
goi ng
for
biodegradability or to save the
ozone layer?’’ asked Sanders. “ 1
don’t think it’s clear.’’
School of Business Senator
Nelson Chen said the issue
should go to committee. “ There
are too many things in it,’’ he
said. “ It needs a focus.’’
ASI President Stan Van Vleck
tried to convince Weirsma to
voluntarily move it to commit
tee. “ We’re being a little bit im
mature,’’ said Van Vleck. “ All
we’re doing is wasting time.’’
Disfavor over discussion was
so high that a 15-minute exten
sion for discussion had to be
whittled down to five before it
was passed.
The resolution was moved to
committee for two weeks and will
then be brought back to the
senate for another go-around.
Some senators said the resolu
tion to back the library’s new
policy of citing students caught
eating in the building also lacked
focus. It passed, although with
some dissenters.
School of Liberal Arts Senator
Jana Srigley said wording that
referred to a need for quiet sur
roundings in the library was un
necessary. She said, the goal is to
say the senate backs the library’s
decision on citing eaters, not to
say what the environment in the
building should be like.
School of Engineering Senator
Tom Lebens said the Engineer
ing Council unanimously opposed
the resolution, partly because it
discriminates only against a
specific group that uses the
library — the students.
The resolution passed with no
changes, prompting two ASI
student members to comment on
the inconsistencies of the senate,
because it said the two resolu
tions were unclear, but sent one
to committee and passed the
other.

